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Super Adventure Island 2 

Item Checklist by Momruoy 
ｩ 2005 
For questions, additions, corrections, etc. contact me at 
jiminy_jillikers161@hotmail.com 

Please see my maps on gamefaqs.com to clarify the item locations further. 

+---------------+ 
|+-------------+| 
||   Locator   || 
|+-------------+| 
+---------------+ 

Where can I find... (for details, see notes in the island section) 

   Silver Sword: Poka-poka 
   Fire Sword: Hiya-hiya 
   Ice Sword: Poka-poka 
   Thunder Sword: Puka-puka 
   Crystal Sword: Sala-sala 
   Power Sword: Fuwa-fuwa 
   Light Sword: Curly's Casino Island (Puka-puka) 
   Daggers: Poka-poka 
   Fireballs: Poka-poka 
   Boomerang: Curly's Casino Island (Puka-puka) 
   Ax: Sala-sala 
   Shovel: World Map, north side, after Aqua gate 

   Fire Armor: Hiya-hiya 
   Ice Armor: Boa-boa 
   Aqua Armor: Puka-puka 
   Light Armor: Curly's Casino Island (Puka-puka) 

   Fire Shield: Hiya-hiya 
   Ice Shield: Boa-boa 
   Aqua Shield: Sala-sala 
   Light Shield: Curly's Casino Island (Puka-puka) 

   Ice Bell: World Map, west side, after Sun gate 
   Sun Ring: World Map, east side, after Star gate 
   Power Fan: World Map, northeast corner, after Aqua gate 
   Elven Flute: Sala-sala, from beating the Mummy boss 
   Sky Bell: Fuwa-fuwa, from beating the Eagle boss 

   Shove Technique: World Map, northwest corner, after Sun gate 
   Down Jab Technique: World Map, south side, after Aqua gate 
   Up Jab Technique: World Map, north side, after Moon gate 

+---------------+ 
|+-------------+| 
||  Checklist  || 
|+-------------+| 



+---------------+ 

Life Bottle x10 
1  [ ] Poka-poka 1 
2  [ ] Poka-poka 2 
3  [ ] Hiya-hiya 1 
4  [ ] Hiya-hiya 2 
5  [ ] Hiya-hiya 3 
6  [ ] Hiya-hiya 4 
7  [ ] Puka-puka 1 
8  [ ] Puka-puka 2  
9  [ ] Sala-sala 
10 [ ] Fuwa-fuwa 

Magic Bottle x13 
(You get the first one automatically when you get the wand) 
1  [ ] Hiya-hiya 
2  [ ] Boa-boa 1 
3  [ ] Boa-boa 2 
4  [ ] Boa-boa 3 
5  [ ] Puka-puka 1 
6  [ ] Puka-puka 2 
7  [ ] Puka-puka 3 
8  [ ] Puka-puka 4 
9  [ ] Sala-sala 1 
10 [ ] Sala-sala 2 
11 [ ] Sala-sala 3 
12 [ ] Fuwa-fuwa 1 
13 [ ] Fuwa-fuwa 2 

+---------------+ 
|+-------------+| 
||  Poka-poka  || 
|+-------------+| 
+---------------+ 

Treasures:
   Life Bottles:  2 
   Magic Bottles: 0 
   Coins: 500, 1000, 2000 
   Equipment: Silver Sword, Daggers, Ice Sword, Fireballs 
   Warps to: nowhere 
   Warps from: Boa-boa, Fuwa-fuwa 

[ ]==Life Bottle 1== 
   Reqirements: Silver Sword 

   After you get the Silver Sword, break the rock that blocks the waterfall. 
   In the room above, the pond will have drained with the chest in plain view. 

[ ]==Life Bottle 2== 
   Requirements: Shovel 

   After you get the shovel, enter the level and dig in the first place you see. 

[ ]==500 Coins== 
   Requirements: Shove Technique 

   As you progress through the level, when you come up from underground push the 
   only rock in this room. 



[ ]==1000 Coins== 
   Requirements: Elven Flute 

   After you open the way to the Light Spell, go down the rope to grab it. 

[ ]==2000 Coins== 
   Requirements: Moon Stones on 

   In the room with the trampolines and hot spring, the chest is on the far 
   left. 

[ ]==Silver Sword== 
   Requirements: Light Stones on 

   Just jump across the platforms in the room with the Light Crystal. 

[ ]==Daggers== 
   Requirements: none 

   When you see a switch on the side of one of the trees in the forest, activate 
   it and follow the path of appearing branches it creates. 

[ ]==Ice Sword== 
   Requirements: Sun Stones off 

   In the room above the trampolines and hot spring, simply walk over to it. 

[ ]==Fireballs== 
   Requirements: Down Jab Technique 

   In the room with the trampolines and hot spring, break the blocks in the 
   bottom right corner. 

+---------------+ 
|+-------------+| 
||  Hiya-hiya  || 
|+-------------+| 
+---------------+ 

Treasures:
   Life Bottles:  4 
   Magic Bottles: 1 
   Coins: 1000 
   Equipment: Fire Sword, Fire Armor, Fire Shield 
   Warps to: nowhere 
   Warps from: Boa-boa, Sala-sala 

[ ]==Life Bottle 1== 
   Requirements: Sun Stones off 

   In the first room, the chest is in the top right corner. 

[ ]==Life Bottle 2== 
   Requirements: Star Stones off 

   In the room with the ice chunks you can shove and the hot spring, the chest 
   is in the bottom left corner, but beware the false floor in front of the star 
   blocks!



[ ]==Life Bottle 3== 
   Requirements: Up Jab Technique 

   In the room with the ice chunks you can shove and the hot spring, the chest 
   is in the top left corner. 

[ ]==Life Bottle 4== 
   Requirements: Elven Flute 

   In the room you gain access to by using the Elven Flute, the chest is 
   straight above where you enter, just climb the ropes up and to the left. 

[ ]==Magic Bottle== 
   Requirements: Shovel 

   In the first room, dig in the only place you can here, and when the path 
   splits, go up. 

[ ]==1000 Coins== 
   Requirements: Star Stones on 

   In the top room, take the right exit and fall down the side of the level, 
   landing on the star blocks. Enter this room and beware the false floor in 
   front of the yetti! 

[ ]==Fire Sword== 
   Requirements: none 

   In the first room, take the clouds up from the bottom right side and follow 
   this path. 

[ ]==Fire Armor== 
   Requirements: Fire Sword 

   In the room with the blocks of ice you can break, it is on the top ledge 

[ ]==Fire Shield== 
   Requirements: Star Stones off 

   From the Star Switch, fall down hugging the right wall and you will land on a 
   ledge. Jump to the left and it is waiting for you. 

+---------------+ 
|+-------------+| 
||   Boa-boa   || 
|+-------------+| 
+---------------+ 

Treasures:
   Life Bottles:  0 
   Magic Bottles: 3 
   Coins: 1000, 2000 
   Equipment: Ice Shield, Ice Armor 
   Warps to: Hiya-hiya, Poka-poka 
   Warps from: nowhere 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 1== 
   Requirements: Sun Stones on 

   In the first room, this chest is in the top right corner. 



[ ]==Magic Bottle 2== 
   Requirements: Down Jab Technique 

   In the middle vertical passage with the switches in the side rooms, this 
   chest is near the top. 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 3== 
   Requirements: Elven Flute, Sun Stones off 

   In the room you gain access to by using the Elven Flute, it is in the top 
   right corner. 

[ ]==1000 Coins== 
   Requirements: Shovel 

   In the long room beneath the first, dig in the only place you can here. 

[ ]==2000 Coins== 
   Requirements: Up Jab Technique 

   In the left vertical passage with the switches in the side rooms, this chest 
   is near the top. 

[ ]==Ice Shield== 
   Requirements: none 

   In the first room, follow the clouds to this chest. 

[ ]==Ice Armor== 
   Requirements: none 

   After the rolling boulder room, go up and when the path splits go left. This 
   chest is halfway through the room over the lava pit. 

[ ]==Warp to Hiya-hiya== 
   Requirements: Shovel 

   In the first room, dig in the only place you can here and go left. 

[ ]==Warp to Poka-poka== 
   Requirements: none 

   In the right vertical passage with the switch and hot spring in the side 
   rooms, go all the way to the bottom and clear the lava pit. 

+---------------+ 
|+-------------+| 
||  Puka-puka  || 
|+-------------+| 
+---------------+ 

Treasures:
   Life Bottles:  2 
   Magic Bottles: 4 
   Coins: 500, 1000 x2 
   Equipment: Aqua Armor, Thunder Sword, Boomerang, Light Shield, Light Armor, 
              Light Sword 
   Warps to: nowhere 
   Warps from: Sala-sala, Fuwa-fuwa 



[ ]==Life Bottle 1== 
   Requirements: Aqua Stones off 

   In the long room where you shovel alot, just before the boss, this chest is 
   in the bottom right. 

[ ]==Life Bottle 2== 
   Requirements: 1450 Coins 

   At Curly's Casino Island, exchange 1450 Coins for this. 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 1== 
   Requirements: Down Jab Technique 

   In the top left room on the map, this chest is near the entrance 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 2== 
   Requirements: none 

   In the long room before the boss above ground, this chest is underneath the 
   area with starfish. 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 3== 
   Requirements: Up Jab Technique 

   In the big room with the Aqua Armor, this chest is about halfway through near 
   the bottom. 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 4== 
   Requirements: Elven Flute 

   In the room where you use the Elven Flute, this chest is in the bottom right  
   corner.

[ ]==500 Coins== 
   Requirements: Shovel, Light Stones on 

   In the area with the two clams and the long rope, in the bottom room take the 
   top path to get this. 

[ ]==1000 Coins 1== 
   Requirements: Star Stones on 

   In the top left room on the map, this chest is just before the exit. 

[ ]==1000 Coins 2== 
   Requirements: Elven Flute 

   In the room where you use the Elven Flute, this chest is near the top right. 

[ ]==Aqua Armor== 
   Requirements: none 

   In the room just before the room with the Aqua Switch, this chest is just 
   before the exit. 

[ ]==Thunder Sword== 
   Requirements: none 



   In the room with the hot spring, this chest is directly under you when you  
   enter. 

[ ]==Boomerang== 
   Requirements: 14750 Coins 

   At Curly's Casino Island, exchange 14750 coins for this. 

[ ]==Light Shield== 
   Requirements: 9950 Coins 

   At Curly's Casino Island, exchange 9950 coins for this. 

[ ]==Light Armor== 
   Requirements: 29975 Coins 

   At Curly's Casino Island, exchange 29975 coins for this. 

[ ]==Light Sword== 
   Requirements: 49950 Coins 

   At Curly's Casino Island, exchange 49950 coins for this. 

+---------------+ 
|+-------------+| 
||  Sala-sala  || 
|+-------------+| 
+---------------+ 

Treasures:
   Life Bottles:  1 
   Magic Bottles: 3 
   Coins: 2000 
   Equipment: Crystal Sword, Aqua Shield, Ax 
   Warps to: Hiya-hiya, Puka-puka 
   Warps from: nowhere 

[ ]==Life Bottle== 
   Requirements: Shovel 

   In the basement with 9 exits, take the middle path, and choose the bottom 
   right door. 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 1== 
   Requirements: Moon Stones on 

   At the entrance of the pyramid, go up and follow the path to the right. 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 2== 
   Requirements: Star Stones on 

   On the fourth floor of the pyramid, just before going to the top floor jump 
   to the left off the rope. 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 3== 
   Requirements: Elven Flute, Down Jab Technique 

   In the room you gain access to by using the Elven Flute, hug the right wall 
   as you enter. 



[ ]==2000 Coins== 
   Requirements: Shove Technique, Up Jab Technique 

   As you exit the basement with 9 exits, when you get the chance to shove a 
   block  off the ledge you are on, drop down and shove it to the left. Break 
   the blocks and grab the chest. 

[ ]==Crystal Sword== 
   Requirements: Shovel 

   In the basement with 9 exits, take the middle path and choose the top door. 

[ ]==Aqua Shield== 
   Requirements: All Stones on 

   After you reach the second pyramid, on the way down the other side take the 
   path the solid stones make. 

[ ]==Ax== 
   Requirements: Shove Technique 

   In the basement of the second pyramid, go past the boss door and fall down. 
   Take this door and shove the rock you see to the right until you can reach 
   the switch. Take the new platform up to the top. 

[ ]==Warp to Puka-puka== 
   Requirements: Shove Technique 

   As you exit the basement with 9 exits, when you get the chance to shove a 
   block off the ledge you are on, drop down and shove it all the way to the 
   left. The door is in the top left corner. 

[ ]==Warp to Hiya-hiya== 
   Requirements: none 

   In the basement of the second pyramid, take the door in the middle of the 
   room. Fall down, hugging the left wall to get to the door. 

+---------------+ 
|+-------------+| 
||  Fuwa-fuwa  || 
|+-------------+| 
+---------------+ 

Treasures:
   Life Bottles:  1 
   Magic Bottles: 2 
   Coins: 5000 
   Equipment: Power Sword 
   Warps to: Poka-poka, Puka-puka 
   Warps from: nowhere 

[ ]==Life Bottle== 
   Requirements: Power Sword, Up Jab Technique, Down Jab Technique 

   In the first room, before you exit up the vine, jump left and make your way 
   to the upper left corner. 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 1== 
   Requirements: Shovel 



   In the room after the room with the bubbles, fall down when the wall in the 
   background breaks away and dig to the left. 

[ ]==Magic Bottle 2== 
   Requirements: Power Sword, Light Stones on 

   In the second room with the pumpkin vines, this chest is in the top right. 

[ ]==5000 Coins== 
   Requirements: Moon Stones on, Star Stones on 

   In the first room with the pumpkin vines, this chest is in the top left. 

[ ]==Power Sword== 
   Requirements: none 

   In the room with the counterweights almost at the top of the tower, this 
   chest is in the top right corner. 

[ ]==Warp to Poka-poka== 
   Requirements: Shovel 

   In the room after the room with the bubbles, fall down when the wall in the 
   background breaks away and dig to the left. As you exit, hug the left wall. 
   Take this bubble down and around to the left to find the door. 

[ ]==Warp to Puka-puka== 
   Requirements: Power Sword, Down Jab Technique 

   In the room after the first room with the pumpkin vines, fall down about in 
   the middle to find a block you can move with the Power Sword. Take this door 
   and break the blocks to reach the door.
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